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Tariff Industry Assistance (Advertisement) Notice No. 1988/14-continued 

Tariff 
Item 

+ 

84.65 

84.65 

Description of Goods 
(23) Any multipurpose or composite machines incorporating 
any of the functions above or a combination of the above 
funct ions 
CURRENT APPROVAL 
Machine-tools for working wood. cork. bone. ebonite 
(vulcanite), hard artificial plastic materials or other 
hard carving materials, other than machines falling 
within heading No. 84.67: 
EXCLUDING: 
Edgebanding machines which perform the following functions 
only viz:- the application of preglued edging tape coils 
of PVC, melamine or wood veneer to hand fed panels by means 
of glue reactivation, with or without a tape front and/or 
end cut off funct ion 
(Edgebanding machines which have additional functions to 
those specified above will qualify for this concession 
provided the additional functions are relevant to 
edgebanding machines and are catalogued as being for the 
edgebanders concerned) 
Drill presses, bench or floor mounting column type, not 
exceeding capacities in mild steel up to and including 
42mm. (Multi-purpose or composite machines incorporating 
this function fall within this exclusion) 
Plastic granulators not exceeding 22.37kW (30 h.p.) 
capaci ty 
Samco model LPl5 vertical and bobbin sander 
Surface planers, buzzers or jointers wi th blade not 
exceeding 3LOmm 
Thicknessers. with a capacity up to and including 330mm. 
(Multi-purpose or composite machines incorporating this 
function fall wi thin this exclusion) 
Woodturning lathes, for operation wi th tools held by the 
hand or semi-automatic (but not including fully automatic) 
Woodworking machinery; viz: 
End-matching machines 
Automatic firewood saws 
Bandsaws with throat capacity not exceeding 535mm (21in.) 
Box nailing machines 
Breast benches 
Circular breakdown saws 
Circular saw benches, hand-feed. including builders' 
treadle saw benches, with blade diameter not exceeding 
360n111 
Cut-off saws, pendulum type with motor not exceeding 
3.75 kW (5 h.p.) and with blade diameter not exceeding 
500mm (20in.) 
Docking saws 
Dovetailing machines with single spindle and manual feed 
Drill presses, wall mounting, radial type not exceeding 
22.2mm capaci ty in mi Id steel 
Horizontal dowel boring machines, not exceeding 25mm 
capacity in mild steel 
Log cut-off swing saws 
Post peelers 
Precision veneer trilllDing saws 
Radial arm saws, overhead crosscut saws, and trenching 
machines, powered by single phase electric motors 
Splitting saws 
Tenoning machines, single spindle 
Veneer presses manually operated, single daylight, for 
cold pressing 
Vertical breakdown saws 
Wood debarking machines, Rosser head not exceeding 1425mm 
(56in.) diameter and ring type not exceeding 1275mm (50in.) 
diameter 
NB: Any multi-purpose or composite machines incorporating 
a combination of the above functions are excluded from 
this concession 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Machine-tools for working wood, cork, bone, ebonite 
(vulcanite), hard artificial plastic materials or other 
hard carving materials, other than machines falling 
within heading No. 84.67: 
EXCLUDING: 
(1) Edgebanding machines which perform the following 
functions only viz: - the application of preglued edging 
tape coi Is of PVC, melamine or wood veneer to hand fed 
panels by means of glue reactivation, with or without a 
tape front and/or end cut off function 
(Edgebanding machines which have additional functions to 
those specified above will qualify for this concession 
provided the additional functions are relevant to 
edgebanding machines and are catalogued as being for the 
edgebanders concerned) 
(2) Drill presses, bench or floor mounting column type, not 
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